
September 6, 2019 

To: Mr. Mandela Barnes, Lt. Governor 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council 

Lt.Gov@Wisconsin.gov 

(via e-mail) 

From: Ronald Schroeder 
RonSchroeder414@gmail .com 

Re: Crimeless revocations and current DCC officials' resistance to evidence-based 
practices 

Dear Lt. Governor Barnes: 

I'm writing to make you aware that the top DCC1 official has expressed resistance to 
evidence-based practices, contrary to Governor Evers' recent pronouncement.2 I ask 
you to please share this with the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 

I sent a "Request for Investigation Regarding 'Crimeless Revocations"' (Request) to 
DOC Secretary Carr on May 31, 2019 (see enclosed). It was intended to make 
Secretary Carr aware that DOC created "Evidence-Based Response to Violations" 
(EBRV) in response to 2013 Wisconsin Act 196 / Wis. Stat. § 301.03(3}. The Request, 
however, explains - with attached supporting documents - that DOC's Div. of 
Community Corrections (DCC) officials have been overriding EBRV "on a regular 
basis" (their words) without documenting the reasons therefore. (Request at 9-12, 
and Exs. 41-44.) 

1 Wisconsin Department of Corrections, Division of Community Corrections. 

2 "This Council will continue to help Wisconsin move toward sound, evidence-based pract\ces 

that focus our resources on programs that work, while moving away from so\e\v pun,t\ve 

programs that have been shown to do little to rehabilitate offenders or make our commun,t,es 

safer." (Announcing Executive Order #41, Recreating the Criminal Justice Coordinating CouncH.) 

JSOnline.com, 8/20/19. 
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DCC Administrator Lance Wiersma responded to my Request on June 24, 2019 
(Response; see attached Exs. A-B). Mr. Wiersma's Response is troublesome in the 
following respects: 

• "No one tool alone can replace professional judgment when considering all the 
nuances involved in human behavior." (Response at 1.) 

► This plainly suggests that Administrator will continue to support 
undocumented overrides when initially detaining and/or recommending 
revocation of parolees. 3 And this, of course, directly contravenes Governor 
Evers' intent to "move toward, evidence-based practices." (Emphasis added.) 
This is particularly worrisome because this came from the top DCC official. 

• "You were never eligible for a sanction as you refused to provide a statement." 
(Response at 1.) 

► First, I declined to provide a statement because: (1) my agent failed to read 
me the required Tate warning4; and (2) I chose to preserve my right to a 
revocation preliminary hearing.5 (See attached Ex. C.) 

► Second, EBRV does not provide that parolees are ineligible for sanctions if 
they decline to provide a statement. 

3 Those on supervision include persons on probation, parole and extended supervision. 
"Parolees" is used for ease of read and includes all persons on community supervision. 

4 In the end, the administrative law judge found the allegation that I failed to give my agent a 
statement "not a proven violation of supervision" because I was not provided the required 
Evans warning. (AU's Decision, 1/25/18, on file with DHA and DOC; emphasis added.) 

5 Wis. Admin. Code Ch. DOC 331.05(2) provides that a person forfeits their right to a revocation 
preliminary hearing if they provide a statement admitting to any violation. Agents currently do 
not - but should be required to - explain this to the parolee prior to obtaining a written 
statement. DOC records will show that the vast majority of parolees remain in jail pending 
revocation because they forfeited this right. But one may not legally forfeit a right not known to 
him/her. 
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• "Prior to Act 196, the department could only sanction individuals on extended 
supervision . .. Therefore, Act 196 is not relevant to your case." (Response at 1.) 

► First, the DCC Administrator appears to suggest that evidence-based practices 
have been and will continue to be used only for certain individuals. This is 
concerning, as it came from the top DCC official. Governor Evers has not 
limited such practices. 

► Second, as I was on extended supervision, Act 196 was relevant to my case. It 
appears the top DCC official is unable or unwilling to ascertain the correct 
facts as to parolees. This is particularly worrisome, as it pertains to parolees' 
liberty (and greatly affects their family, employer, etc.). 

• "There will always be aggravating or mitigating factors, which must be 
considered, based on the history of the individual." (Response at 1.) 

► First, the DCC Administrator failed to look into whether any aggravating or 
mitigating factors existed in my particular case, as he was directly responding 
to my Request. Had he done so, he would have learned that DCC officials 
stated there were no aggravating factors in my case (see attached Ex. D6

.) 

► Second, the DCC Administrator would have realized that his subordinates 
recommended revocation contrary to evidence-based practices and without 
aggravating factors . 

• "Per statute, the sheriff is required to notify the department within 24 hours so 
alternative arrangements can be made. Those arrangements may include moving 
the offender to another facility, or holding the hearing out of custody." (Response 
at 2.) 

► First, the DCC Administrator cites no authority which provides that the DOC 
may move the offender to another facility if the sheriff releases him/her under 

Wis. Stat. § 302.335(b}. To my knowledge, no such authority exists. 

6 
Ronald Schroeder v. Kimberly Malone and Jason Popp, E.W. Wis. 17cv1676, Defendants' 

Responses to Plaintiff's Requests for Admission. 
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► Second, it's troublesome that the DCC head supports th f d • • 
e concept o etammg 

a person beyond the statutory SO-day limit If the DCC h d t th t d · ea se s e one an 
cu_lture of the entire Division, then reasonably, all of his subordinates su ort 
this unlawful practice. pp 

• "Finally, you were granted due process through a final revocation hearing . .. Your 
request to investigate the use of EBRV . .. is denied." (Response at 2 .) 

► First, 1 and others7 raised the misuse of EBRV during our final revocation 
hearings (the audio recording supports this; on file with DHA or I'll provide 
upon request). However, the AUs refused to hear our claims. This cannot 
reasonably be characterized as "due process." 

► Second, I stated in my Request that the misuse of evidence-based practices 
was not limited to me. (Request at 9 n.14.) Moreover, DCC officials openly 
stated they override evidence-based practices "on a regular basis." (Request 
at 12.) So the DCC Administrator's suggestion that I limited my Request to my 
case only is incorrect. 

CULTURE UNDER CURRENT DCC ADMINISTRATOR LANCE WIERSMA 

• DCC Administrator Wiersma has been and is complicit as to agents' use of 
personal will rather than evidence-based practices and sound judgment 
regarding PO holds and revocations. 

► DOC's EBRV rules did not authorize my initial detention or revocation 
recommendation (Request at 5-9.) While I was in the jail, state Representative 
Evan Goyke emailed DOC officials and expressed concern that I was 
incarcerated "much longer than the [evidence-based decision matrix] 
suggested response." (Request at Ex. 34.) DOC's Director of Legislative Affairs 
alerted Wiersma (see attached Ex. E). Wiersma asked Regional Chief Sally Tess 
to explain (id.), to which Tess responded, "Override. [Assistant Regional Chief] 
Donna [Harris] or I can fill you in on this case sometime." (Id.) What exactly 
Tess meant remains uncertain. But what is certain is that she overrode 
evidence-based practices as to me but cannot remember what she overrode 
or why. (Request at Exs . 41-43.) It's also certain that Wiersma boldly took no 

7 Mark Huber, Solomon Armstrong, and others; see Request at 9 n.14. 
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corrective action as to this, despite an inquiry from Representative Goyke. 
Current DCC Administrator Lance Wiersma is thus complicit as to agents' use 
of personal will rather than evidence-based practices and sound judgment 
regarding PO holds and revocations . 

• DCC Administrator Wiersma's senior officials and agents actually celebrate 
revocations. 

► After my final revocation hearing, Regional Chief Sally Tess emailed the 
following to many: "I'd like to recognize Jason [Popp] and Donna {Harris] for all 
the work they put into this case and revocation . .. This truly was a team effort 
on a very difficult case." (Request at Ex. 37.) Agents also sent emails stating, 
"Good job Jason I II" (Request at Ex. 39.) 

• Under DCC Administrator Wiersrna's watch, DOC's legal counsel travel across 
the state to ensure that low risk parolees8 are revoked and reimprisoned. 

► While my final revocation hearing was pending, DOC's Assistant Legal Counsel 
Matthew 0. Foley Ill emailed the following to my agent and her supervisors: 
"For the upcoming revocation hearing on November 29th for Ronald Schroeder, 
I'd be happy to meet you at your office to provide any assistance you may need 
regarding the evidence and violations for the hearing."9 (Request at Ex. 35; 

emphasis added.) This gross misuse of resources reflects Administrator 
Wiersma's zeal in revoking supervision, even if contrary to evidence-based 
principles. This, combined with the comments in his June 24, 2019 letter to 
me, call into question his ability/desire to carry out Governor Evers' goal to 
reduce/eliminate crimeless revocations or move toward evidence-based 
principles. 

• DCC Administrator Wiersma's senior officials have openly stated it's 
"appropriate" to jail a parolee for paying his child support. 

8 
DOC's actuarial risk assessment puts me at low risk in all areas. See Request at Exs. 17-26. 

9 
Mr. Foley also se_nt an email congratulating Corrections Field Supervisor Jason Popp on 

successfully revoking my supervision. See Request at Ex. 38. 
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► on 8/20/10 Alison Dirr published an article on jsonline.com titled, "Broke in a 
broken system." It discussed the misuse of probation/parole holds. In it, 
Secretary Kevin Carr stated, "my understanding is that our agents do use 
discretion and alternatives available to them prior to actually issuing a hold for 
a technical violation." Perhaps Secretary Carr has not been provided actual 
practices as to PO holds under DCC Administrator Wiersma's watch. 

After three months without violations, I was placed into a county jai\. My 
Order to Detain stated "Lying to Agent" as the reason. (Request at Ex. 27 .) 
Specifically, my agent asked me if I was paying my child support and I told her\ 
was unsure because I didn't receive paystubs and I was unable to \og into mv 
employer's website (but I did tell her I phoned Child Support Agency to report 

my new job). As reason for putting me in jail, Agent Kimberly Malone stated, 
"Mr. Schroeder indicated that child support was not being taken out of his 
paycheck~ when it had been for his last three paychecks." Id. Agent Malone 
and Corrections Field Supervisor Jason Popp further stated it was 
"appropriate" to jail me under these bizarre circumstances (Request at Ex. 29). 
Finally, Agent Malone and Supervisor Popp stated they override evidence
based practices in this fashion "on a regular basis" (id. at Ex. 28). I made 
Administrator Wiersma aware of this Kafkaesque scenario but he took no 
corrective action, seemingly complicit as to it. Most alarming, however, is this 
practice is done "on a regular basis" and will most likely continue so long as 
Administrator Wiersma overseeing Probation and Parole. 

• DCC Administrator Wiersma's supervisors prohibit parolees from visiting their 
elderly and disabled parents (who have nothing to do with their criminal cases). 

► My mother is elderly and disabled. She had nothing to do with my (wrongful) 
criminal conviction. Prior to my May 2017 release from prison, I was especially 
eager to see her, as I hadn't in a decade. Oddly, my agent told me I needed to 
obtain written permission to visit with her. I quickly submitted the request 
(Request at Ex. 40), but it was denied, stating, "Agent staffed case with Unit 
#710 and Supervisor Jason Popp. Denied due to no weekend out times 
currently." (Id.) But it was the agent and Popp who dictated my "out times." 1 

pushed on and requested further reasoning but was told none would be 
provided. Indeed, under DCC Administrator Wiersma's watch, parolees have 

been and continue to be restricted from visiting their parents . Without 
rationale. 
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CULTURE UNDER CURRENT DHA ADMINISTRATOR BRIAN HAYES 

• On administrative appeal of a parolee's revocation, DHA10 Administrator Brian 
Hayes has not been reviewing evidence as required by Administrative Code 
Section HA 2.06(8) and common law11

• 

► Sean Martin's extended supervision was revoked in 2017. Martin's counsel 
administratively appealed to DHA Administrator Brian Hayes, who sustained 
the ALJ's Decision. Counsel requested a copy of the audio recording of the 
revocation hearing but received only the first 7 minutes of it (the hearing was 
several hours long). DHA officials told counsel the AU fai\ed to up\oad the 
entire recording into DHA's system. Counsel filed a certiorari petition with the 
court, 12 arguing that "The Respondent [Brian Hayes] failed to 'act according to 
law' when he rendered his appellate decision without conducting a de novo 
review of the most critical piece of evidence (the recording of the revocation 
hearing)" and "The Respondent acted 'arbitrary, oppressive or unreasonable 
and represented his will and not his judgment' when he rendered his 
appellate decision without conducting a de novo review of the most critical 
piece of evidence (the recording of the revocation hearing)." Petition for Writ 
of Certiorari at 5. Interestingly, Mr. Mountain was released prior to the 
adjudication of the certiorari proceeding (even though the AU had revoked his 
supervision via a written Decision). 

► This is not meant as a personal attack on Mr. Hayes. With the enormous 
volume of revocations, it's doubtful that he actually has the time to review 

10 Department of Administration, Division of Hearings and Appeals. 

11 State ex rel. Plotkin v. Dep't of Health & Social Services, 63 Wis. 2d 535, 545 (1974) (DHA 
Administrator must have "full knowledge of the facts" before rendering a decision); State ex rel. 
Foshey v. Dep't of Health & Social Services, 102 Wis. 2d 505, 514 (Ct. App. 1981) (Having "full 
knowledge" of the entire record assures "the secretary was apprised of the relevant facts to 
properly exercise his [or her] discretion in consonance with the principles governing revocation 
procedures."). 

12 State of Wisconsin ex rel. Sean Mountin v. Brian Hayes, Sauk County Case No. 2017CV491; 

copy of petition and supporting documents available from Attorney Jay M. Englund (608-356-
5700) or the clerk of court; I also have copies to provide upon request. 
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each and every revocation hearing recording. However, 1 urge this Criminal 
Justice Coordinating Council to ask Mr. Hayes for the total number of AU 

decisions in 2017-2019 and how many of those Mr. Hayes sustained. The 
results may reveal that change is also needed regarding revocation 
administrative appeals. 

CONCLUSION 

The above is not meant as a personal attack on DCC Administrator Lance Wiersma. 
Many studies have proven that evidence-based practices are much more effective 
than, as he puts it, "professional judgment" (and Governor Evers' comments in his 

Executive Order #41 suggest so). However, as-dllustrated above, agents, senior DCC 
officials, and even the DCC Administrator himself have been exercising personal will 
rather than professional judgment. Change is needed. There seems to be no 
accountability whatsoever as to those supervising us. It's important that we parolees 
and our families, loved ones, and employers respect the institution. But that's 
difficult to do when we're subjected to ad hoc application of evidence-based 
practices as detailed above. 

Thank you very much for taking time to read my letter. I'll be very grateful if you'll 
share this with the other members of the Criminal Justice Coordinating Council for 
the purpose of creating awareness as to current DCC and DHA officials' current 

practices . .. and creating change. 

Respectfull 

72----
Ronald Schroeder 

Enclosures (Exhibits A-E) 



June 24, 2019 

Ronald Schroeder 
OSCI 
P.O. Box 3530 
Oshkosh, WI54903 

Dear Mr. Schroeder, 

Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
Governor Tony Evers I Secretary Kevin A. Carr 

Division of Community Corrections I Administrator's Office 

This is response to your letter to Secretary Carr, dated May 31 , 2019, regarding several issues, including the use 
of the Evidence Based Response to Violations (EBR V) in the decision to revoke your extended supervision. 

In your Jetter, you state "State law (Act I 96) created DOC's Evidence-Based Response to Violations." 
Act 196 expanded the department's authority to impose a short term sanction on individuals on probation and 
parole. Prior to Act 196, the department could only sanction individuals on extended supervision. You were 
never eligible for a sanction as you refused to provide a statemept. Therefore, Act 196 is not relevant to your 
case. 

2013 ACT 196.ANACTto renumber and amend 301.03 (3); to amend 301.068 (5) , 302.27 and 961.41 (3g) (am); 
and to create 301.03 (3) (a), (b) and (c), 304.06 (3g), 971.375 and 973.10 (2s) of the statutes; relating to: 
development of a system of short-term sanctions for individuals who violate conditions of extended supervisio11, 
parole, probation, or a deferred prosecution agreement, attempt to possess a schedule I or II controlled 
substance or analog that is a narcotic, and granting rule-making authority. 

The EBRV, which the department created, is and remains a guideline for responding to violations. No one tool 
alone can replace professional judgement when considering all the nuances involved in human behavior. There 
will always be aggravating or mitigating factors, which must be considered, based on the history of the 
individual. It would be imprudent for the department to automatically impose the same outcome for a specific 
behavior,. without taking into account additional factors relative to the individual. 

You asked for specific reasons why Chief Tess approved an override to your EBRV. The revocation summary 
clearly details all of the concerns the department had about the serious nature of your violations, including the 
Plotkin analysis. While it is true you were not criminally charged during this process, failing to comply with the 
sex offender registry criminal behavior for which you could have been charged with a class H felony. 

Reg~ding the assertion that Assistant Chief Harris "would violate state statute to keep you detained" if the 
shenff had let you out due to the hearing not being held within 50 calendar days. 

That statute reads as follows : 

302.335 (b) The division shall begin a final revocation hearing within 50 calendar days after the person is 
detained in the county Jail, other county facility or the tribal jail. The department may request the division to 
e:ftend this deadline by not more than 10 additional calendar days, upon notice to the probationer, parolee or 

person on extended supervision, the sheriff, the tribal chief of police or other person in charge of the facility, and 

1 
j --



the division. The division may grant the request. This paragraph does not apply if the probationer, parolee or 
person on extended supervision has waived the right to a final revocation hearing. 

302.335 (3) If there is a failure to begin a hearing within the time requirements under sub. Ql, the sheriff, the 
tribal chief of police or other person in charge of a county facility shall notify the department at least 24 hours 
before releasing a probationer, parolee or person on extended supervision under this subsection. 

It is true a sheriff may release an offender from the county jail if a hearing has not been held within SO calendar 
days. If the sheriff would release an offender, that does not end the revocation process. Per statute, the sheriff is 
required to notify the department within 24 hours so alternative arrangements can be made. Those arrangements 
may include moving the offender to another facility, or holding the hearing out of custody. 

Finally, you were granted due process through a final revocation hearing. An Administrative Law Judge 
reviewed the allegations and revoked your supervision. That decision was upheld on appeal, as well as your 
subsequent federal lawsuit, which has been dismissed. Your request to investigate the use of the EBRV in the 
decision to revoke your supervision is denied. 

e i a 
inistrator 

· ision of Community Corrections 

Cc. Sally Tess - Regional Chief 
Jason Popp - Supervisor 
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RESPONSE: DENY. The . EBRV is a guide and is routinely 

overridden based on the circumstances of the case. Defendants were 

not bound by the EBRV Decision Matrix. 

61. Both -There were no aggravating factors as to the Lying to Agent 

claim on the OTD. 

RESPONSE: ADMIT, in part. The EBRV is a guide -and is 

routinely overridden based on the circumstances of the case. DENY 

Defendants were bound by the EBRV Decision Matrix. 

Dated thi?';~y of July, 2018. 

Wisconsin Department of Justice 
Post Office Box 785 7 
.\1adison, Wisconsin 53707-7857 
608) 266- 7234 
608) 267-8906 (Fax) 
1arbertm@doj .state. wi. us 

Respectfully submitted, 

f Wisconsin 

'.Assistant Attorney General 
State Bar #1036507 

Attorneys for Defendants 
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Muellenbach, Eric M - DOC 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Tess, Sally J - DOC <Sally.Tess@wisconsin.gov> 
Wednesday, November 15, 2017 8:42 AM 
Wiersma, Lance K - DOC 
Harris, Donna L - DOC 
RE: Rep. Goyke Casework Inquiry 
ReportViewer.pdf 

Override. Donna or I can fill you in on this case sometime. 

From: Wiersma, Lance K - DOC 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 5:32 PM 
To: Tess, Sally J - DOC 
Cc: Harris, Donna L - DOC 
Subject: FW: Rep. Goyke Casework Inquiry 
Importance: High 

Good afternoon. Please see the message below. I am assuming that you have already fielded questions from this 
individual, and I also assuming he is in revocation status but can you let me know if he scored "high" response because 
he is a SO or if the VSG was an over-ride? Thank you . 

From: Friske, Donald R - DOC 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 4:35 PM 
To: Wiersma, Lance K - DOC 
Cc: Knutson, Grace E - DOC 
Subject: FW: Rep. Goyke Casework Inquiry 
Importance: High 

Lance 

I received a request from Representative Goyke (below) about a specific case can you take a look and assist with 
information for a response. 

Thanks 

Donald R Friske 
Director of Legislative Affairs 
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 

3099 East Washington Ave. 
Madison WI. 53704-7925 
Office: (608)240-5056 
-:ell: (608)438-3041 
1onald Friske@wisconsin.qo v 

·om: Knocke, Ryan [mai/to:Ryan.Knocke@leqis.wisconsin.gov] 
?nt: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 1:21 PM 
1: Friske, Donald R - DOC 
;bject: FW: Rep. Goyke Casework Inquiry 
,portance: High 
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Rep. Friske-

, hope you are well. Evan wanted me to check in to see if there had b . 
een any review of this? 

Thank you and all the best. 

Ryan 

Ryan Knocke 
Legislative Aide 
Office of State Representative Evan Goyke 
Telephone: (608) 266-0645 

From: Rep.Goyke 
Sent: Thursday, November 02, 2017 5:56 PM 
To: Friske, Donald R - DOC <Donald .Friske@wisconsin.gov> 
Subject: Rep. Goyke Casework Inquiry 
Importance: High 

Representative Friske, 

We have received multiple communications from Ms. Nicole Mathweg, on behalf of an individual under DOC supervision 
named Ronald Schroeder (DOC #528682). 

Mr. Schroeder is currently incarcerated in response to an alleg~d violation of his Sex Offender Registration . The violation 
appears to be the creation of a Facebook account and a classmates.com account. 
What is interesting about Mr. Schroeder's situation, and the reason that I write, is that it appears that the Evidence 
Based Decision Making tool suggests a low response of 1-4 days of jail. The response on the DOC matrix, however, was 
medium, and Mr. Schroeder remains incarcerated today (much longer than the EBDM suggested response). 

I've included some attachments that were sent to my office by Ms. Mathweg. 

I'm asking for an explanation for the DOC's response. It may have been an error or a glitch, and certainly I am not 
suggesting anything intentional on the DOC's behalf, but as a strong supporter of EBDM and member of the ace EBDM 

subcommittee, I want to ensure these policies I believe in are administered correctly. 

I would appreciate hearing from the DOC on this matter. 

As always, thank you so much. 

-Evan 

(please also see the screen shot documents below) 

From: Nicole Mathweg [mailto:nicolemathweg@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 1:56 PM 

To: Knocke, Ryan <Ryan.Knocke@legis.wisconsin.gov> 

Subject: Fwd : Glitch in Evidence Based Response to Violations Software 

Hi Ryan: 
This is the email I had sent. Let me know if you have any questions and thank you for taking th t' 
this. e nne to re, 
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